Short-Term Missions Are In Full Swing!

"...the Lord, He is God; there is no other besides Him."
Deuteronomy 4:35b  (NASB)

Where might one find himself having more gospel conversations with unbelievers, even professed atheists, in the course of one week than possibly the rest of the year combined? For me, that would describe my time here at the English Camp outreach, hosted by OPC affiliated missionaries Jerry and Marilyn Farnik in the Czech Republic. This year, I have the opportunity to report to you live from the Czech Republic. We are currently at a hotel built during the Soviet occupation era... read more

Great Progress Reported From Many Fields

- Ben Westerveld reports on [successful and encouraging English for Kids camps in Quebec](http://example.com).
- Read about how the [Boardwalk Chapel](http://example.com) has gotten off to a great start this summer.
Connect to the new and up-to-date Facebook page of the Boardwalk Chapel with many video clips of their various presentations and testimonies; it's fantastic.

- There is a great report back from the Ukraine on their English Camp outreach to University students. Heero Hacquebord reports that this was by far the best set of students that they have had since beginning the camps 7 or so years ago.

- The post-Sandy response effort continues...thanks to the many, many teams who have come in recent months! If interested in helping with cleanup & rebuilding in New Jersey, please email Charlie Farrell.

- Thank you to those who responded to our appeal for skilled workers to help in Neon, Kentucky. It is reported that they anticipate at least one team coming each month for the next several months. If you would like to join one of those efforts, please email Jay Bennett!

- We have yet to find someone to help with the roofing needs on the Boardwalk Chapel. It seems that they may need to look at having professionals help with this project. I am sure they would welcome any financial assistance that would be offered, if you are so inclined. If able and willing, I would encourage you to email Jim Zozzaro, that this vital ministry would no longer be hampered by the leaky roof.

GLOBAL MISSION TEAMS
7/12 - 7/19 English Camp team to Czech Republic
7/15 - 7/19 English for Teens camping team to Quebec
7/18 - 8/1 Disaster Response team to Japan
7/22 - 8/13 Various ministries “Team Praha” to Czech Republic

DOMESTIC MISSION TEAMS
7/20 - 7/26 VBS Team with Venture Ministries in Zoar, WI
All Summer! Boardwalk Chapel Ministries in Wildwood, NJ*
All Summer! Various disaster response teams in Brick, NJ - thank you!!

SORRY THAT THERE ARE NO PRINTABLE STORM REPORTS AVAILABLE THIS MONTH DUE TO STAFF ON TRAVEL
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